What pieces of information is required on a bank statement?

1. Student’s name is on the bank account
2. Exact dates of transactions
3. Proof of physical location for each purchase (event)

What are acceptable purchase events?

- Acceptable transactions show purchase records with proof of physical location in Utah
- Physical location can be verified with address, zip code, city and state, or store identification code that can be researched on internet
- Acceptable purchases made in Utah at least once every 7 days or fewer will count all those days, up to and not exceeding 7, towards proof of physical presence
- Purchases made in Utah, with more than 7 days in between, only the days of the events are counted; the days in between are unaccounted for

What are unacceptable events?

- Unacceptable direct deposit record
- Unacceptable transactions from a restaurant’s website pokeandsushihut.com
- Unacceptable food purchase from local Thai restaurant using DoorDash
- Unacceptable internet subscription from Apple.com
- All internet-based transactions are unacceptable (Uber, Lyft, Amazon, Venmo, Zelle, websites, subscriptions, etc.)
- Unacceptable mobile banking transfer
- Unacceptable purchases made at physical locations outside of Utah, Las Vegas Nevada, Irvine and Ojai California

*This infographic is for education purposes only. All documents are subject to review and interpretation on a case by case basis from Residency staff; no guarantee of document’s acceptance upon submission.